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Why Are Watershed Boundaries Important? 

The first step for addressing any issue is to define the boundaries for your project or discussion. What is 
inside and what is outside?  

Boundaries help you systematically consider each different spatial scale. They help you examine and 
then decide what to include and what to leave out of your evaluation. Too small and you ignore 
processes that actively influence or impact the system. Too large and you consider more than is 
necessary or relevant, and may further complicate an issue.  

Before selecting a boundary (size of area or length of time), you should think about what ‘process’ you 
hope to influence. 

ECOLOGICAL PROCESS EXAMPLES 
• Sediment delivery: Where is sediment coming from? How big is the land area contributing 

surface water flow? 
• Land Cover: What are the local and regional land cover types? How much is vegetated, paved or 

cultivated? Are there important or sensitive natural resource communities? 
• Water flow and volume: Where is water coming from? How much of the connected river 

system is of concern? 
• Contaminant sources: Where are the contaminants coming from? Are there sources/types that 

are of particular interest? 
• Information delivery:  What key audiences might need to alter their management of land and 

water resources?  Where are the opportunities to work with communities and policy makers?  

With these questions in mind, review the nested watershed scales in the WHAF map and decide which 
of these scales should be used to begin your investigation of watershed health. 

You may also need to consider other types of boundaries. There may be legal jurisdictions such as cities, 
counties, tribal lands and zoning authorities. There may also be time constraints such as funding cycles 
that are a mismatch with the rate of measurable watershed change. 

It is important to periodically revisit your selected boundaries to ensure you are not missing important 
inputs occurring at other scales. 

  

 

https://arcgis.dnr.state.mn.us/ewr/whaf2/?z=7+lat=46.5365+lng=-94.4183+base=dnrAerial+ba=0701+maj=11+ca=1101300+selectX=-10508765.937169064+selectY=5896099.186460063+masks=showBasinMask,showMajorOutline,showCatchmentOutline,showUpstreamOutline,showDownstreamFill+topo=80+lyr=aux67,aux5,dnrTopo+lyrZ=7,6,5+lyrV=y,y,n+id=select
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